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Whittaker Corporation
Nuclear Metals Division
Concordi Massachusetts 01742

Apprved:_______________

.11

" Rev. Date' .1 .

A4ccepted: ----- ANL

CASTING OF Al-U. FOR. CPý5.

I. SCOPE

Th i$s document definesmanufacturing procedures for AlU r.astings
for, use as co6fe cdmponent§,.f6r CP-ý5 fuel element sub,-assemblie§.

•II .. REFERENCED._DOCUMENTS

I).

The following documents are incorporated herein by ref erence:

A. Cbntacdt No. 31-109-38-2621

B. ANL Specificatin: RRO-P.D035l.-. Technical. Specification for the4'
Fabrication of Al Clad Al-U Alloy Fuel Tubes, CP-5 Fuel Element
Sub-assemblieS, August 97li.

C..N2 DMb temriandum., Safe .Handling Limits in Fabricatiodn' of CP-5
Fuei Elements, May 22,.1972i

D. N1,1D instruction sheet, Pr'eparation of Uranium for CP-5 Casting
Charges, as revised May 23, 1972.

iI.! FABRICATION PROCEDURE

A. Charge Preparation

1.; All uranium shall be from the stock s~pecifically supplied.
by Argonne .National Laboratory for use under Contract
No. 31-109-38-2621, and held segregated in the CP-5 area,
of the enriched uranium storage facility..

2'. Only unalloyed uranium and clean recycle material processed.
in accordance with the attached procedures. entitled
"Preparation of Uranium for CP.5 Casting Charges, as
Revised May 23, 1972" shall be acceptable for casting, ekcept

' ....,:0.:..7/.14 ,
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that clean, recycle material generated :during previous
CP-5 fuel tube fabrication programs and returned by ANL
for use under this program shall als .be acceptable..

3. Uranium and uranium containing charge materials shall be
weighed on a. metrogram balance which, together with its
assortment of standard weights, has beencertified by QC
within the preceding six. months to be accurate within .05 gm
for determinations up to 500 gms and within .01% over the
range of 500 to 5000 gms.

4. Allvirgin aluminum used shall be from, the 99.99% Al
notched ingot segregated in the CP-5 storage area and
bearing the stamped Heat No. 40534.. Inspect..each bundle
of ingot as it is withdraxn for charge makeup and use only
if the above heat numuber is clearly decernible.. This re-
quirement for the virgin aluminum, however, shall not preclude
the use of recycle material containing aluminum from-other
sources, nor shall it preclude the u'se of. up to 20 gis. of
aluminum foil of1100 Al purity.or higher in which to wrap,
unalloyed U fragments included in the charge.

5. All cutting of virgiln alumihumi to obtain a balanced charg.,&,'
shall be done by sawing without coolant, using a thorougWT;•_ •

pre-cleaned saw. - ..

6. The Virgin aluminum before final iweighing shall be wiped and!/
or brushed free of any loose particles with a clean, dry cloth,!
and/or paint brush, then visually inspected without magnificatia'b
for adherent foreign materials. All adherent foreign materials.
shall be removed by picking. or scarfing with a clean steel
tool, be inspected by the project engineer for..possi-ble acceptance.
as .normal dross or otherwise relatively harmless inclusions, or
cause rejection of the piece'to. which they adhere.

7. Weighing of the virgin aluminum charge materials shall be.
done on a. balance that has been certified by QC'-with'in the
preceding twelve months to be accuratewithin .1 gm.for

determinations up to 500 gins and within .02%. over the
range. of 500 to 15000 gms.

8. All charge materials for an AI-U casting
from inventory records by the project. el

on a charge sheet that he shall prepare

I. ~

~ .44'

g shall be selected.
igineer and listed
giving all pertinent

c~ 2 *A /....,,
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information on the identity of the individual charge
items, their weights as carried on the inventory of
materials ready for casting, their percentages of
uranium as determined or interpolated from -chemical
analyses, •their calculated uranium contents, their enrich-
ments for the uranium they contain, their contents-of iron.
as'analyzed or assumed, and the pertinent totals Or averages
of these Values for all materials in the charge.. Impurities
in the recycle aluminum (primarily Fe, Si and 1.1g) shall be
considered as contributing to the weight of Al for purposes
of balancing the charge; however, recycle material shall be
limited to the extent. that the knon or' assume~d impurity

..content of this material shall not increase. the total of all
impurities in the charge beyond: 5000 ppm or of iron beIyond
1500 ppm.

9. Charge weights shall fall within the following limits:
w +

Type I and II _123.3 /oU): .0890-5 gms Al and33Y8.0 -0.5 gmU U
Type II .(16.4w/oU): 9614 -5 gms Al. and 1186.0 -0.5. gm U.
Exceptions to these limits may be made by the project engipeer
when effective use of recycle material may require slight
deviations; however, the charge shall still be balanced to
maintain the. percentage of Qranium as specified above.

10.- At the time of charge makeup, Foundry personnel shall reweigh
-all recycle items on the charge sheet and correct the original
weights listed thereon if any are found in final. weighiLng to
be invalid. In any event, Foundry shall independently
calculate the uranium content of each item and. the total weights
of aluminum and uranium in the charge, then date and initial
the charge sheet with the notation "charge corrected" or
"charge confirmed." The original charge sheet shall then be
returned to the project engineer.

."11. The project engineer shall review any changes on the charge
sheet, date and initial his approval and return the sheet
to Foundry before melting.will be permitted.

B. Equipment Preparation and Maintenance

>. All graph;ite components and accessories shall confonn to the
drawings bearing. a May 1972 date for the latest revision or
approval. Crucibles, skiin ,er cups and stir rods shall be
machined from ATJ grade graphite, if this grade is. available

• - . f .. . , . . . : -> . • . .
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without significant delay to the program'. 'Grade CS shall.
otherwise be used for all graphite compbnents •and accessories.

2. All granhite cores after machining shall be scribed on their
bottom face with the number I, II or III to denote core type,
and their fit within the mold bottom plate shall .be checked and
if needed, adjusted. 0

3. Certain graphite components and accessories as defined below
shall be-heated in a vacuum, of 20 microns or less at 1700 to
1800'F for 1 to 2 hours before their first use. "Icluded' are
all crucibles, thermocouple. tubes, melt pui-ge tubes, Skiher
cups, stir rods, pour cups, hot top sleeves,'cores and moild
bottom plates. Cool to below 700'F before b'teaking the
vacuum. Vacuum baking will not normally be required for crucible
extension sleeves,, criicible covers, 'crucible "port caps or' the
cohtainer used for holding such implements .as the stir rod.

4. ' The crucible after vacuum baking shall be cemented in the in-
duction furnace, using Thermolith mortar, and positioned so its
upper edge extends 1-3/4 to 2 inches above tlie top surface 'of
the furnace. " Allow a minimum' of" 24 hours for' initial drying,
then h.eat the crucible at 5kw to 600 to'800'F for 3 to 4 hours. •

5. The installed crucible shall be kept'fully covered at all times
when not in use. The normal crucible cover with port caps in
place will suffice for short term storage, but a plastic cover.
should be fastened around the top of the fully cooled crucible •

.during periods of disuse-exceeding a few days.

6. The crucible' extension sleeve, cover and port caps may remain in
place over the crucible without added covering for a few days, :i
but for longer periods these items shall either be covered in
place under a plastic bag secured around the bottom of the
extension sleeve or else stored in a closed plastic bag on a
dry shelf.

7. Long term storage of thermocouple tubes, purge 'Iebes, skimmers,
stir" rods,' pour cups, hot top sleeves, cores and mold' b•ottom
plates shall be in closed plastic bags on a dry shelf, with the
bag marked "vacuum degassed" or "not. degassed" as appropriate.
Storage of these items when they will be used within a few
days may be done in a clean, closed drying oven operating at.
1400'F and 'reserved only for CP-5 use. Note, however, that
thermocouple tubes and purge tubes after installation a1t 1Che. . " • "~'' ,•!•~ • •.- •'i

• . .; ..••• ,s "-' -'I.. . ,
.. ..~~~ -- :.•:•
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furnace site may be left in position; providing they are
encased in a plastic sheath when not in .use..

8. The graphite container used to hold the stir rod and skimmnner
during melting may be left on the floor adjacent. to the
furnace,, but it shall be cleaned on its interior and kept
covered between melts.

9. The CP-5 steel mold shall be inspected on its inside surface
before each use. Any rust spots shall be abraded clean with
240-grit or finer emery paper, wiped thoroughly with a clean,
dry cloth, coated with Aquadag, and burnished smooth after drying.'
In. any event, the entire inside surf ace •shallbe thoroughly wipedi
free of loose soot or other particles, us':ing a. clean, dry cloth.
Storage between uses shall be in a closed plastic• bag on a dry
shelf or, for periods of a few days, in the drying oven with the
CP-5 graphite components.

C. Melting and Pouring

1. No heating of a charge shall be initiated until these finai
preparations have been completed: .. 4

.(a) Check the thermocouple-and temperature recorder to be
used for continuous recording .of the melt temperature, and*
write the casting number .and date on the recorder chart.
The sensing-recording c6mbination shall bear a QC sticker ..
indicating that it has been recalibrated within the past.-
three months to read within 10'F accuracy at 15000F and
at 16400F. -Note that any anomaly, occurring in the reco••
temperature during melting or any suspicion of malfunct4ion.ý
of the unit shall terminate all further melts until re-
calibratioiof the unit by QC.

(b) Preheat the pour cup and hot top. sleeve within a closed
graphite container in an 11001F furnace, starting 1-1/4
to 2-1/4 hours before the initiation of heating of '.the melt
charge if the graphite container, is initially near furnace
temperature, or 2 to 3 hours before if the co.tainer is.

much below furnace temperature.

(c) Preheat the steel mold and.the graphite bottom plate, core,
skimmer and stir rod in a 400'.F drying oven for a minimum J

of 1-1/4. hours before heating. of the melt charge.

(d) Provide two argon cylinders, with functional valving an..d.

-7~
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lines, containing at least 10 cubic' feet of argon

.. in the cylinder supplying the mel.t purge tube and at least

40. cubic feet in the second cylinder. Adjust and

appropriately tag the- gages for reading a low flow. rate
(4 cu. ft./hr.) in the line for the melt: puige tube, and.
ahigh flow rate, (20 to 120 cu. ft./hr.) in the line from
the second cylinder.

(e) Provide an acetylene.torch and cylinder.

(f) Check that the water lines are ready for connection to the,

m.d..

(g) IAdjust the mold pedestal to place the mold at the correct
:position for th e start of pouring, and at the -,maximum height

still providing clearance with the crucible and furnace.

(h) Thoroughly clean the top of the furnace and crucible cover

parts with a suction tube and/or brush.

(i) Have a melting card on hand for recording notes on the

progress in melting and all deviations from. standard conditio

or normal occurrences. Attach the charge sheet to

the melting card as a permanent record of the charge being

used.

2. Load all of the virgin Al in the crucible.. If the. ...

virgin Al represents 1/4 or more of the total weight of the
charge, delay additg., the U-containing materials until the Al
is molten; otherwise, load with the Al the first batch of
recycle material permitted-by: the "Safe 1-andling Limits.

Selection of recycle materials for starting the' .melt should

follow the same sequence of preference as additions to. the molten

pool; ie., flattened fuel tubes first-, then hot tops, other

solid recycle and, finally, compacted chips.

3. Cover the crucible,..complete with port caps. Ute'.the extension

sleeve if it is needed to raise the cover above the charge.•.

4. Start. a flow of,.argon at 20 cubic feet per hour throug-h. th'" port

in the crucible cover.

.. 5. Heat at 15kw until the Al. starts melting. Periodical.ly:reove a

port cap and check for melting,ý starting 90 minutes., after• the

power was. turned on if the crucible was cold at the\sta- "I tI nd

V" ,-, ... , . ... .- . .i:-i-• .::: •ii.,i•!!: :2! i% ::"£ .! . :.:• "'•.•, ........... •,,-.
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10 rfinutes after the power was turnea on if the rucible.
was still hot from previous use. .

6.. As, soon as substantial melting has. occurred, bring the 400'F
stir rod and skimmer to the melting area--. Bring the 400°F

• steel mold and. graphite bottom plate to the area., drop
the bot tom plate in place, thinly coat the-complete inside

• surface of the steel mold- with. soot from an oxygen-deficient
acetylene flame, and position the Mnold on the pedestal.

7. As melting of the initial charge material nears completion,.
insert.the thermocouple and start the temperature recorder.
Insert the purge tube to the bottom of the crucible ahd flow
argon through it at 3 to 4 cubic feet per hour. Maintain the
argon flow through the part in the crucible cover at 20 cubic
f eet. p er-hour.

8. As soon as melting of the initial charge material is complete-,--
sequentially, add the' remaining charge materials while followi.ng..the requirements of the "Safe Handling Limits." Move the

crucible cover aside no further and for no longer a time, t•jan
needed to make. each addition, to. the melt. .

•9. Bring the 400°F core to the-area, check the number on the botto.-
to ensure that. it is the correct size, then insert it in the
mold bottom plate. -... • .

10. Connect the water lines to the steel mold, with-the inlet line""entering the bottom. Do not start the-water flow. - ..

11. Final heating should proceed as follows:

(a). For the 16.4W/oU alloy (Type III), naintain heating at15kw: until the melt temperature rises to 1340 to 1360 0F,

then cut back-the power- as needed (typically to about
10kw) to bring the rate of temperature rise to approximately
5 tolO 1/mim. above 1450'F. As the temperature rises to0:
1440 to 1460,F; skim the melt, then stir thoroughly probig-
to the bottom of the crucible with the stir rod to ensure
that no uranium chunks remain unmolten after sti-ring.
Replade the crucible cover and continue heating at a rate
that will- bring the-imelt- to 15000 F a minimum, of 5 minutes
and preferably- no longer .than 10- minutes after probing
first confirmed that no solid uranium remained in the crucibl1

• . rE: , '4,'N

)' ,A •,. ' >Ž..9." " -'...:<e•:: • .L.- ..: N <::.::) ':.-•.?: '....... .. ..,:•.• -• •!.: ••:••; .... •.. . •. :v ::. , . " • ::. : :..-::.:: ... .... -: ." :.• ..:• • ,.:<:,........:: :.; : '-- I .
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Turn off the power when the "melt lijts 1500'F and.
"inediately, proceed .as. noted ih item (12)below..

(b) For thele 23 .3 /ou. alloy (Types I and II), ma-intain.
heating at 15k\w until. the melt rises to ,.90 . 5- ° , O,
then, cut.,back:, the power. as needed (typically. to 10kw)

.. ,bin-ig the rate of temperature rise to appro ximabtely p5,tPy to

. 0./dmin.~'.abovPe 150 F- Is'the temperature. rises to. 1580...to
1600 0.F skimtheTmlt, theih.stir thoroughly, probing, toi,.,,lhe.
b 6-t t om: of. elIr,-ucible with.. the., stir :rod to .ensure e

•io u r a"•u ii'.'.chunks; remain unmolten. after stirring.
ieR Pace t, ti PUeible cover and continue heating at a rate
that wlll•:,r~ing the melt to 160O°F a minimum of :5 minutes
a,,d prq 6rably no longer than 10 minutes after probing

.rs, c. nfr .. m. d that no solid uranium remained i t tl•,

.cuitib'le&. Turn off the poiwer.#hen the melt hxit$l6"0eF . d....
ilmmedia tely proce ed as. noted,. below' .

f...b.",:.. .. :.:.•" . "

I.<i

12'. Bring the 110.0 F'hot top sleeve :and pour cup to the area and'

position thei on the mold whil e the thermocouple and .npurge,.
tubes and the crucible cover are; being, removed,. SkiYirK th e

melt well, 'then stir vigorously througlhut the4,115-secdnd, period
while the mold cavity is be'ino pYurged with argon aYt 120 c'bic a

S.. !,:• " feet per hour-:. . Immr ediately. "dur,. keeping the pour .u... ......
> 3/4 full. The...water for cooling"'th'm• o shall.be turn'

just as the first mmetaI enters the pour cup. ...

Pbst pour Operations

,.i mmediately after pouring, remove the heavy-- skull from"the
cruc'ible:-a'hdreplace the crucible cover andportcaps. Rstore ,

i lthe argon flow .t 20 cubic. feet. per hour until' the crucible:.
Shas cooled .:below...800 0°F] .: 'Lespect after coolingafid remove anyf.

-C•,:.• . •e si nku• i:2 Co :e watoe(r cong the mold for 1-5 minuteb after the- pour

I ..•;:{ - : . . : • ', ' • . . " " " . .

3 Imm e•d•Latley Iupon removal f1ro the.mold, stamp the casting on I

its bottom 'face: wi its assifhed seri al number (in the AX . .

series) Subs~equ~ent 1flo&'al edoeina manneixta
ýiai nt:.:. 'ý 1irr 6g "la l'd c u e eff~em of ,Z

: < foreign pa"ticles in the .su"faces of th e casting or hot top;re D. .'. .'i'

'.I.- • :. - • - . .' . . , . : . .... . . :,: ' : < . . ,: . ! < ;

I . . .. . . . . l. •• t:: l,. • . { .,. " • . . " • " < f ,• • " : . , ., .. • . .; . ;•i:'. ) :. '': .

': • ". : . .. .. . .•• :. j y, . ,• , ,. , .. ..- ." .. ', . . ; - ,• ,:, .: ,' , •. " .:, : ,. ' , .• . ,. . ' ., : . :. I

.. ... . ... .. . .. . . . .. . .... .... . . . . . .Ai.,, ,, , :,I . .. . .X.. -.
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4. Each item of equipment immediately upon sufficient cooling shall
be cleaned and stored as indicated in Sec. B, Items 5 through.9,
of this docurarent,-or if another.melt is scheduled for later the
same'day, cleaned as required and then prepared for reuse as
indicated in Sec. C, .Item 1. If insufficient time remains in
that day to complete the necessary coling,. cleaning an& storage*
then the equipment shall be provided wit-h suitable protection to
maintain cleanliness until the start of the next work day, when
completion of the task shallbe done.

5. Thorough clean up of equipment and work area is also required
at the earliest-practical time and,.- in any event, before the
next casting is made in order to recover such uranium-containing:
materials as the skull, skizmi, lngs and drippings. Consign these.
materials to the inventory of non-recycle uranium, and enter

: their weights on the applicable accountability form.:

6. The caiting after cooling to near room temperature shall be
reheated to 800°' and the core pressed out.. Provide a clean,
padded container to catch the core and prevent further damage
or contamination.. Inspect the core and,- if it is judged -

.acceptable for reuse, cool it, wi.pe it 'with a clean cloth and.
return" it to storage. Weigh the casting after removal of
the core, using the same baTence used for W$eighing virgin A1
charge materials, then record the weight on the applicable
accountability form and complete all other required &ntries oni
the form. Store the casting .until it has been inspected by the
project engineer and. approved for processing.. Transfer the melt
card to the project engineer for his review.

7. The project engineer shall indicate preliminary acceptance or
rejection of each casting by his notation and signature on the
completed melt card. The Foundry shall retain the final melt
card in.their permanent files and- retain the temperature recorder
chart for one year. .

. • . . .

N; 'A

NC1/
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PREPARATION OF URANIUM FOR CP-5 CASTING CHARGES

1) Universal eq ui remenets "

Processing of uranium or uranium-containing materials requires strict
adherence.to the May 22, 1972 edition of "Safe Handlin-g Limits in Fabrication
of CP-5 Fuel Elements" and.completion of the applicable accoO ntability form
for the task being performed. Full precautions and care, shall be taken to
mininize processing losses, obtain accurate weights and, particularly, to
prevent con tnmiination of materials for melting. Final weighing shall be
done only w%,hen the materials are thoroughly clean and dry, using a QC-approved
Metrogram balance. and recording weights to *the nearest .05 ginq.

(2) Unal l.oyed Uranium

To facilitate alloying,.tlhe vi.rgin uranium mus.t be broken to individual
pieces below I/2-inch imat least one di mer\s ion. Clean the containment cyl.,
inder, th 1e. wedge-end piston and the mating Vee block by abrading tiho roughly
with 240 grit emery paper., wiping-with. a clean cloth soaked in trichloro-
ethylene, and finally rubbing with: a: clean dryý'clo.th. Clean.th e upper and
lower platens of' the Birdsboro press with a trich-lor-soaked cloth followed
by rubbing 9With. a clean -dry cloth. Cover the lower platen with clean kraft
paper p-turned and taped at the edges to catch any fines. Place a slide
plate or shiallow box of trichlor-cleaned stainless steel beneath the c-on--

tainment cylinder. Cover the floor in front *of the press with kraft paper
to- facilitate final cleanup, then set up an exclusion area around the press
and brina in one container of uranium. Chill' the uranium in a clean, insu-
lated container of liquid nitrogen, then break the cold uranium between the

-piston and VeI block within *the containmient cylinder. Fragments too small
to effectively.bridge the Vee yet still too large to be' acceptable. can be
adequately crushed between flat blocks of hardened steel. (e.g.., the tool-i~ng
for compa:c!;ing CP-5 chips) within. a containment cylinder, but such"'toolingq
must first be thoroughly cleaned by the procedure noted above.for the wedge.
and VLee b).c.o

Pifce all, clean fragments and all but the. most powder-like of clean
ffines (i,.,, all but tire finest.l to 2% of the material) in a pre-we.ighed..

/o.
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plastic bag, leaving the top of the bag spread open and storing it over -a

packaged desiccant within the covered. storage pail. Delay.final weighing.f " of

the contents of the bag for. at least 16 hours to ensure evaporation of the

moisture that origina.lly condensed on the fragments 'whi~l they were chilled.

The.most po,,der-like of the-fines will not be used for cestihg, but should

be turned in to the Azcountabi'li ty Representative. for disposition at the end

of the program. Final cleanup of the. equipment and work area after the last

container Of uraniLum has been processed should be done as required by Account-
ability and by Health and Safety.

(3) Hot Tops

Hot tops that have been cut from previous CP-5 AlU castings and sol-

vent cleaned by the approved pre-storage procedures~require no further prepara-

tion before remeIting. They shall, however, be re-weighed at the time of

cha-rge makeup ,to ensure that they w,,ere thoroughly dried of solvent before

their original weighing.

III

(4). Rinc s and Machined Cores f rom P ri ma.ry Extrusions

End. croppings and other rejected leng.•hs from the AlU primary extru ..

sions, including any machined core rings scheduled for. remelting, should be

adequately clean from their pre-storage processing. However:, at the time

of charge makeup, inspect. all such pieces to ensure they. are free from signi-

ficant extrusion lubricant residues and sizable.surface inclusions,: and grind.

out any such contaminants foundd Do all grinding with a steel burr, and

contain the. operation within a clear plastic bag to catch all fines.•. Anny

contaminated piece not readily cleanable by grinding should be reported to

the' project engineer for his. selectionrof alternative cleaning procedures

or of transfer of the piece to the inventory of non-rercycle material.

Re-weigh all. final pieces, alt. the time of charge preparation, including those

that did not require further conditioning.

(5) Lathe Turninqs

The chips recovered as usable recycle material during machining. of

' " : " "~~/~~ " ' .:..;i ....:
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the Al-U primary extrusions are temporarily stored while still wet with

cool ant.. These must be thoroughly cleaned and compacted before remelting.

Set up a" chip cleaning areaunder a hood,, covering thle work surface

with clean .kraft paper. Wash the stainless steel mesh chip cleaning basket

and the inside and cover of three new 5-gall.on pails .withm trlcch loroethyiene,n

then fill two pails with trichlor to approximately, I inch below the rim of "

thle basket: when the basket is resting. on the bottom oif the pail• Rinse the

third pail with acetone, then fill with acetone to the same level as the

trichlor in the other pails.. Cut several. 30. x 30-inch squares of kraft paper .

upon which to spread the chips while, drying.

.. A single batch of chips (i.e.., the contents of one storage pail) is

transferred to the wire, mesh. basket and/processed as follows:

(a). agitated, soaked, then again agitated *in the first pail of

trichlor for a total of 3 minul-es.

(b) drained over the first pail for 1 minute.

(c) agitated in the second pail of trichlor for I minute..

(d) drained, over the second pail: for 1' minute.

(e) agitated in the pail of acetone for 1 minute.

(f) drained over the acetone for 1 minute.

(g). spread over clean.. kraft p.aper bearii g the batch identification

number (i.e.,, the same number as thep.rimary extrusion. length

from. whi ch. this batch of chi ps was machined.)

(h) allowed to dry thoroughly (miinimum of 30 i-Inutes if under moder-

ate heat from infrared lamps; othelrwise 1 hourj.

(i) ti-ansferred to a clean, pre-weighed I gallon pail bearing the -

batch identification number.

(j) weighed for net chip weight prior *to compacting or return to

s torae. g e

Safe handling limitations require that only a single batch of chi ps

shall be allowed in one exclusion area at any one ti me. However, fines

passing through. the chip cleaning basket may be a/lloi,,ed to accumulate "in the

pails of solvei't.while up to ten successive batches of chips are cleaned,

providing an. accu umulation of 20 grams of fines is assuuied for each'batch
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already processed, and that the total assumed accumulation plus the weight
of the incoming batch of.'chips does not exceed 925 grams for the 23.30/o U

alloy or 1310 grams for the 16A4W'/o U alloy. In any event, no more than 10

successive batches of. chips may b.e processed before cleaning the accumulated

fines, from the first tio pails. Removal of fines from the first two pails

and'a superficial"cleanup.of the work area will also be required when process-

ing is being switched from one nominal composition to the other (i..e., 23,3%

vs. 16.4%). Final cleanup of the equipment and work area should be done as

required by Accountability and by Health and Safety, and the alloy fines

and all chips that did not go through the full cleaning cycle should, be con-.

signed to the inventory of non-recycle material,

Co.mpacting of the cleaned and thoroughly dried chips should be done

in the Birdsboro press after. cleaning and preparing the press, the cohtain--

ment cyclinder (w,,ith its split inner sleeve of stainless steel), the flat-

end tools and the work area as described above under .iteni (2) for breaking

of unalloyed uranium.. Make aseparate compact of each batch of ch.ips, then'

place the compact and the few. clean: loose. chips that may not adhere to the

compact in a pre-weighed plastic bag, obtain the net weight of the alloy, and

return to storage; retaining the separate identity of each batch of chips

and its final compact. Clean up as required by Accountability and Health

and Safety.'

Compacted chips shall be re-weighed at the time of charge makeup.

(6) Rejected Fuel Tubes

Certain coextruded fuel tubes, but only as individually designated

by the project engineer,.shall be flattened and folded in preparation for

recycling., If these tubes have not already advanced throught the normal

post-extrusion cleaning and cropping .processes, they shall be so cleaned

then fluoroscoped and cropped approximately 1 inch Outside of th"'xtreme

tips of the Al-U core material. All tiubes designated for recycle shall be"

prominently Vibratooled with their identification number on the outside

surface near One end. Rub the tubes down with .a clean, acetone.soaked

cloth just before flattening. Flatten and fold each tube to a total length
: !:'#i

II
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riot exceeding 8 inches, retainjing. the Vibratooled identificaltion number i-n.

an exposed location on the outside of the folded tube.. Use the Birdsboro

press to flatten the tubes and to hold one end while hand foldin.g the balance

of the flattened tube. Before .doing so, however,, clean the upper and lower

platens of the press with trichlor followed by rubbing vith aclean dry cloth,

and do tlle actual flattening hbetween thoroughly debtrred stainless steel

plates that have been thoroughly washed wi th trichlor and rubbed down. with

a clean dry cloth or between hardened steel blocks. that have been abraded

clean and similarly washed. Each tube should be inspected immediately after

folding to ensure thatits identification number is fully visible and easily

readable; and its weight should be. determined and recorded before itis

placed in storage.

.. , .• . .

. .. . , . >

. . . . ' ' S.'

. . .;4
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Memo to R. Huber/P. Zagarella dtd 4-18-72:re: Safe Handling Limits ir

'3.

4.

Exclusion Area...:.q.

Heating Furnace

Graphite core ."preess.-'

"Hacksaw

Heating f urn ace0

Extrusion press.

-Yrim~ary.,extrusion
p i c ng -pipe

Materi.al

Compol eted ca sti ngs -.

Completed casti ngs

1) C astings and. hot tops

2) Hot tops

3) Hot top halves

4) Saw.chips.

Machined castings

Castings and/or primary
extrusions. -

Primary.

Primary

i Fabrication of. CP-5 Fuel Elements (JOB No..:. .3506)

Safe Handling Limit Per Exclusi.on. A..•e -,..,

:2 castings

2 castings

1 complete casting plus 1 hot top or
1 cropped casting plus 2 hot: tops

3 hot tops

6 halves

Saw to be rough cleaned before. 200 grams*
contained U-235 accumulates; package in .
gallon can.

2 castings

2 c e 2otrus 6fsor' "one of.each."

I primary. Perform pickling'in'containers
less than 5 inches inside diameter. Analyze
.solution when record- of cumulative removal. indica,
approach to .20,0 grams. U-235 in the solutio...-'n:; .do:
not exceed 200 grams U-235 in a given 6.1so:b•oion•.

4 lengths (plus cropped ends) from same..,
primary. Saw to .be rough cleaned before .266----r'am
contained U-235.accumulates; package in::l gallon-ýý'
cans.

9. Hacksaw

As on page1

*AllI solutions to. be a ssayed

to, warrat recovery, evapor,
Not more than .200 .g rams tcon

for uranium. Discard if
ate solution to dryness.
taimned U-235 per batch of

no uranium present. If uranium content is sufficient
Ship residue in 5. inch diameter-cans fitting in birdcages.
solution to be processed at one time.
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Memo to R. Huber/P. Zagarella dtd 4-18-72 re: Safe Handling LImits in Fabrication of CP-5 Fuel Elements (Job.No. 3506);

..'ý-Excl usion Area Material Safe Handliang Limi t Per Exclusion Area

10i . Lathe: Cut length of primary, rings, I length in lathe area. plus rings and turnings
and turnings from that length. 200 grams* of contained U-2235

11. Chip -cleaning area

-12.".Compacting Press

13.3 Coextrusion billet,•.
ý. ý-preparati on &.Vassembly

*(2 exclusion areas)

14 i Coextrusion billet
operatiions (2 exclusi on.

*. areas)

15. E:xtrus i on press

16. 6 Extruded duplex tube
.".t.op.erations (several

."exclusion areas):

As. page .1

As. page . .

Lathe turnings and chips

in turnings per I gail.on pail. Kou.gn c)ean
lathe after machining each length..

200 grams* of contained U-235 maximum. See MBA
form for chip cleaning for'description of process
and. control over weights..

Lathe turnings and chips, Individual 200 gram (U-235) batches are brough •,t
after cleaning ".* singly to area'and compacted tobuttons to fit

inside 1 gallon pails. Any number of buttons con-
taining no more than 200 gram (U-235) each may bq
stored together but only in a 1 gallon pail
containing a. sealed 1 pint friction lid can to.
limit volume to 3.6 liters.

Machined rings 24 rings for dry operations. 2 rings for immersed,
operations. Spot check solutions for uranium befori
discarding.**.

Assembled billets 6 billets for welding, leak testing, heating.
Only 1 of the 6 billets immersed in extrusion
lubricant at any one time.

Coextrusion billets and/ 6 billets or tubes. or a combination.
or extrusions.

Duplex tubes 6 tubes for dry operations. 3 tubes for
immersed operations.**

I -

C - - I



Memo to R. Huber!.P. Zagarella- dtd 4-18-72?re: Safe :Handling Limits in Fabrication of CP-5 Fuel Elements (JOB No. 350,6)
. . . .• :. .. -:. - . . - .-.. .- , .- -•, .< ::...•,

.Exclusion Area Material .

I17. Radiography

18. Finished single tube
. operations

I19: Final packing

O•201. • ýStorage for shipping
contai ners.
(a) In process bldg.:,
(b) In Butler Bldg.

S21. .Sec urity enclosure
7t 2 behi.nd Building A

..(Metal I ography)

•> 22". Shipments

. 23..• Miscellaneous areas.
These require prior
-approval of Critical jty
Officer

Material be-ing transported
between Butler Bldg. and
exclusion areas.

'A•! - . :. " .

Duplex tubes, single tubes
and U-235.step wedge

Single tubes

Single tubes

Safe Handling Limit Per Exclusion Area

2 tubes plus wedge,

8 tubes for dry operations, 1 tube for
immersed operations (up to.7 other tubes
nearby in, same area).

8 tubes. 3 tubes, one of each size, nested
in schedule 40 pipe of shipping container
(Model, 2823).

Packed containers

Packed containers

Packed containers

lII containers
Not to exceed 100 maximum units includi,ng
all. other storage of special nuclear mater.i.,

23 containers

11 containers per shipment;.transport.
index of 4.2 to be.assigned to each
package (ROT Special Permit No. 4969).

Any form Less than 350 grams' of U-235

Any of above, .Such material must be considered to be-in 4
moving exclusion area. The above limits
for each type of material apply.
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MEMORANDUM

T:R. F.. Hub~er/P..
From: L . Cl ark, Jr.
Subject: Safe Handling L

Exclusion Area'

1.•I Button breaking press

2 ,.,C as ti ngI fu rnae

20grams of contaI ned U.

fu n c 'I 2 I

• . . . . . : . • . .

____ IAay 22, 1972

.agarella

imitsI in Fabrication of CP-5 Fuel Elements (JOB NO. 3506)

Safe Handling Limit Per Exclusion AreaMaterial

-Enriched uranium buttons for
flattening and breaking

• 1 ) Vi.rgi~n castings

3,200 gms uranium. ..Containers of water,
oil or other liquids .I argerr than 3.6 liters
are not allowed in area. Confine the. uranium
to a single 1 gallon pail containing a sealed
1 pint friction lid can to. limit volume to..
3.6 liters. If.smaller quantities are handle'-,
even though total.is less.than 3200 grams, lim-it.
to 3.6 liters per pail, as above, and transport.',
individually from storage rack to area and back.
again.
The quantity needed for I casting - 3308grams

uranium for inner and intermediate casti.ng s, l8E5
grams for outer castings,.confined to a single.,,.-
3.6 liter pail, or to 2 or more 3.6 liter pai l.s.
if transported separately, as above..

2) Recycle "castings

.. 3). Skull and.fines from
casting

Melt pure aluminum first. Add and dissolve
hot tops, then-bring compacted turnings to
exclusion area, add and disslolve compacted .
turnings;, then. bring virgin enriched ran-iu..mi)
to exclusion area, add and dissolve. 'Safe
batches are transported one at a-.time, and, each.
must be added and dissolved before another -.

batch may be brought.up. Batches exceeding
200 grams must be confined to ..3',.6. liter paiIs:.
batches of 200.grams or. less may be transpor•ed
in 1 gallon pails..

200 grams* contained U-235.per 1 gallon can.

-235 is equivalent to 925 grams of the 23.3% alloy or 1330 grams of the 16.4% alloy.
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DEPARTMENT::OF TRANSPORTATION
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS REGULATIONS BOARD

WASHINGTON, D.C.: 20590 .

S• . : :• , • • : ) . •• -.• • : • -. . SPECIAL PERMIT NO. 4969
p" FIFTH REVISION

(REINSTATEMENT)

S Pursuant -to 49 CFR 170.15 of the Department* of. Transportation (DOT)

Hazardous. Materials Regulations, as. amended, .and on the basis of the
March 29,. 1972, petition. by the Mhittaker Corporation, -West•Concord,

Massachusetts: by the -...... r .W : . -. ".

Special Permit.No. 4969 'is hereby reinstated and amended. by. adding a

new paragraph -(10a): and by revising paragraph (14). to read as follows:

lOa. For shipments by air, a copy of this permit, kept current,

must be carried. aboard each aircraft transporting radioactive. . . '
material under these terms.. . . .". .

" 14. This. permit expires on April 30, 1974." . .

All other -terms of this permit, as revised, remain unchanged. The
complete permit currently in effect. consists of. the Fourth and Fifth

• .Revisions.

Issued,. at. Washing ton, D.C.:

r -For the.Administrator (DATE)

Federal Highway Administration

Mac E. Rogers ." . . (DA--
For the Administrator r
Federal PjLaIroad Administration .0

/, o , - .. . , .. .... . . / > . . .... •

Ellis C. Langford ( '"DATE) "'
For the Administrator .. ' .
.Federal Aviation Administration

Address all
Board,: U.S.
Attention:

inquiries to: 'Secretary, Hazardbus Materials Regulations
Department of Transportation, Washington,' D.C. .. 20590.
Special Permits.

Dist:. a, c,td,, h, i
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois
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